How to Travel After the COVID-19 Pandemic?
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Abstract

As countries worldwide are beginning to end their lockdowns due to the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic, travel and tourism are again becoming possible. However, pre-pandemic travel practices are not likely to resume for some time, at least until a COVID-19 vaccine becomes available. The current time is a crucial one that requires us to reconsider our strategies to protect health and prevent travel-related diseases. This article therefore addresses various considerations for the resumption of tourist activities and the near future of travel, such as pre-travel medical counseling, personal hygiene, luggage handling, food safety, and measures to ensure safety on airplanes and in hotels. These considerations may aid in delineating a way forward for the travel industry and for travelers alike. Author believes that this article is especially timely and of interest not only for travel medicine specialists but all participants in the field of travel business.
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Introduction

The nightmare of lockdown is slowly coming to an end: borders are reopening, travel agencies are offering trips again, hotel rooms can be reserved, restaurants can reopen, and attractions can be visited again. The tourism industry and the countries relying on tourism may be saved. After the pandemic, people are likely to feel a renewed desire for adventure travel, exploring nature and enjoying the most popular way to spend leisure time: traveling.

However, traveling will not be the same as it was before the pandemic. We have recently been reminded of the previously forgotten tough lesson that contagious disease spread is a consequence of mass movement, such as that by the military, merchants, pilgrims or crowds of tourists. This movement can be disastrous. For example, the Great Plague of 1935, which killed half the population of Europe at the time, took 8 years to travel from Asia to Western Europe, whereas the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic traveled across the world in less than 24 hours. Modern transport systems carry large numbers of people over vast distances during very short durations, and this speed has enabled the pandemic’s rapid worldwide spread. Consequently, the breakout of a new pandemic may be possible for years to come. Meanwhile tourism has reached new volumes, with luxury ships carrying 6000 passengers and planes carrying 850 passengers, thus, resulting in “tourist invasions” that have caused Venice, Prague or Barcelona to use signs reading “jam-packed”. The COVID-19 pandemic has occurred against this backdrop.

Current travel practices will certainly not be sustained. Of course, being unable to see the cultural riches of foreign countries, or enjoying recreation during a seashore vacation or active relaxation through recreational sports would be a pity. Therefore, we must reconsider our strategies to protect our health to prevent travel-related diseases.

The first thing that most travelers tend to ignore before international travel is pre-travel medical counseling and vaccination. After the COVID-19 pandemic, such practices will be is vital for older people, because of the possibility of multiple co morbidities in this sensitive population. The same is true for children. Vaccine recommendations should be taken seriously before travel to endemic areas, and safety measures should be taken to prevent malaria.

Viruses that spread by aerosol droplets are expelled from affected people’s airways during coughing or sneezing, and spread not only through entering the airways of healthy people but also through surfaces, thus making spread via touching possible. Therefore, washing the hands frequently decreases the adhesion of virulent agents to the hands. Scientific experiments have demonstrated that washing the
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hands with soap is much more efficient than using alcohol-based sanitizers. Hand washing with plain soap prevents most illnesses and decreases contamination with agents causing digestive system diseases by 20%-40%. Another frequently neglected aspect of traveling abroad—especially in tropical countries—is the safe consumption of water and food. Half of the diseases that can be contracted during travel are caused by eating or drinking contaminated or non-habitually consumed food, or by drinking contaminated water. Although viruses may not be detected in drinking water or properly treated food, food purchased from street vendors, and drinks that are not factory packaged and sealed, may be dangerous. People whose immune systems are already weakened by other digestive diseases are particularly sensitive to bacterial or viral infections. Therefore, the rules of “cook it, boil it, peel it, or if none of the above is possible, forget it” are especially important in tropical countries.

The self-handling and packing of luggage decreases the risk of contact infection and the use of already available ultraviolet light disinfection lamps can further increase the level of protection. Of course, it would be ideal for airports to also use this method for package handling. Disinfection and cleaning in hotel rooms will be performed with greater care after the epidemic has subsided, and further disinfecting the bathroom and the area around the beds does no harm.

According to experts from the International Air Transport Association, domestic flights may return to old practices as early as July 1, 2020, whereas a full resumption of international flights is predicted for October of 2020. Airlines must also alter their previous fuel-saving policies: instead of the current 50% cabin air exchange, the entire cabin air should be replaced regularly. The cabin ventilation system can promote the spreading of gems and by that some kind of upper respiratory infections – most often the flu and cold. Epidemiological studies of SARS have shown that passengers closely seated to each other can transmit infection among themselves. This finding prompts the question of how far apart passengers should sit. No studies have determined the exact range necessary for so-called “social distancing” (recommendations range from 1 to 8 meters), but passengers crowded into the 10 seats of an economy class row can certainly transmit any respiratory infection among themselves at any time. Research and regulations regarding wearing protective masks are contradictory, but because COVID-19 is transmitted by droplet infection, masks are clearly worth wearing for individual protection, particularly in crowded environments such as public transport or economy class aircraft. Increasing the distance between seats is also recommended to prevent travel thrombosis. Clearly, on-board meals will also be limited by these measures, and the cost savings on catering could potentially cover the financial loss due to less dense setting. The practice of placing bottles of disinfectants at the entrances to hotel ships was introduced during greater rotavirus outbreaks: this solution may also be an option for people to use before boarding an aircraft.

There is another important issue which should be mentioned during pretravel consultation: to have appropriate travel insurance. Besides of the increased risk of the COVID threatening, the travel restrictions which can vary every minute. Then the insurance covering good for not only for medical reasons but the cancellation of the trip or the extra expenses due to the possible quarantine of the traveler.

**Conclusion**

The current time is a crucial one that requires us to reconsider our strategies to protect health and prevent travel-related diseases, as well as the travel practices. This article therefore addresses various considerations for the resumption of tourist activities and the near future of travel, such as pre-travel medical counseling, personal hygiene, luggage handling, food safety, and measures to ensure safety on airplanes and in hotels. These considerations may aid in delineating a way forward for the travel industry and for travelers alike. The solution will ultimately require coronavirus vaccination, but before then, it would be inappropriate to restrict travel or make international traffic difficult. Several basic infection control and public health facts should be directly translated into action and authentic, honest information must be first given to the public in a timely manner.


